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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the consequences of a natural language based modeling process for those who are involved in this process, i.e. domain experts and system analysts. For both domain experts and system analysts the cognitive requirements in a natural language based conceptual modeling process are presented as axiom-like requirements.
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1 Introduction

Many conceptual modeling methods have as point of departure a description in natural language (NL) of the world to be modeled (the so-called universe of discourse, or UoD for short). This description is referred to as the initial specification, and is provided by so-called domain experts. Ideally, this initial specification is a precise specification from which system analysts can derive the required information system.

However in practice this is not the case. Using an initial specification as a point of departure for conceptual modeling requires a number of skills for both domain experts and system analysts.

In this paper these skills are investigated and presented as base axioms ([17]) in section 3. In order to be able to appreciate these base axioms the pros and cons of using natural language in a conceptual modeling process are presented in section 2. In section 4 it is shown that the base axioms intercept the drawbacks of natural language as a starting point for conceptual modeling. The conclusions are presented in section 5.

2 NL-Based Modeling

In section 2.1, the usage of natural language for conceptual modeling is looked at in a wider context. Furthermore, the major advantages and disadvantages of using natural language for conceptual modeling are discussed in section 2.2. Finally, section 2.3 gives a rough sketch of the process of natural language based conceptual modeling.

2.1 Background

Using natural language for problem specification is not new in the field of computer science. Already in the early seventies syntactic-oriented programming methods, like step-wise refinement, were introduced, see e.g. [7]. The step-wise refinement method verbalizes a problem top-down using refinements and simple control structures like IF THEN ELSE FI.

Also a natural language approach to conceptual modeling is not new. The conceptual data modeling techniques (Extended)ER ([2]), NIAM ([18]) and PSM ([14]), and the object-oriented methods SACIS as described in [12] and the KISS method ([15]) are based on such an approach. For these techniques and methods the goal of the modeling process is to derive the grammar that governs the communication within the UoD, the so-called information grammar ([18, 10]). The advantage of this approach is that it enables the
system in a language close to natural language.

The information grammar is usually depicted as an information structure diagram. The verbalization of the elements of this diagram forms the base for the terminal symbols for this grammar. A major advantage of the use of a natural language specifications as a starting point for the modeling process is that (intermediate) results can be validated by the domain expert readily, as each intermediate result corresponds to a (partial) grammar for the language spoken in the UoD ([9]).

For more information about using natural language for conceptual modeling the reader is referred to [3, 4, 8, 13, 16].

### 2.2 Pros and cons of using NL

Natural language has the potential to be a precise specification language provided it is used well. But there are not many people who can use natural language in a consistent, non-verbose, expressed on a same level of abstraction, complete, and unambiguous way.

Still, as stated in [19], natural language is the vehicle of our thoughts and their communication. Since good communication between system analyst and domain expert is essential for obtaining the intended information system, the communication between these two partners should be in a common language: natural language. An additional advantage of using natural language for informal specifications is that it saves a translation between the initial specification and informal specification as we assumed the initial specification to be written in natural language. Informal specifications may also give hints on the way in which a user wants to communicate with the information system. A formal specification can never capture the pragmatics of a system. As a final argument, the formal specification may very well be paraphrased in natural language which increases the possibility for domain experts to validate the formal specification ([6]). [5] gives more arguments for paraphrasing a conceptual model to natural language.

### 2.3 Conceptual modeling process

Figure 1 shows a simplified view on the process of natural language based conceptual modeling. In order to initialize the modeling process the domain expert must provide the system analyst an initial natural language specification. Therefore the so-called principle of universal linguistic expressibility ([1]):

> which may be concretized by the telephone heuristic ([18]):

> Explain your observations to a non-expert via a telephone.

is a presupposition for this modeling process. The principle of universal linguistic expressibility excludes common sensorial experiences, i.e. common sense reality. The domain expert and system analyst have no other experience in common than that which can be verbally expressed. The telephone heuristic provides the domain expert a way to obtain an informal specification.

The process of obtaining a initial natural language specification is called elicitation. The primary task of the system analyst is to map a sample sentence of the initial natural language specification on concepts of a particular conceptual modeling technique. This is referred to in figure 1 by the arrow labeled modeling. The conceptual model on its turn is translated to natural language sentences in order to be validated by the domain expert. This translation is called paraphrasing.

![Figure 1: Natural language based conceptual modeling](image)

This way of working is most effective when performed as an iterative process as it is impracticable to elicit a complete and correct initial natural language specification at once. The base axioms in the next section focus on a justification for this way of working, showing that it maximizes the pros and minimizes the cons of using natural language as a specification language. We argue that the iterative process eventually leads to the intended conceptual model.

### 3 Base Axioms

The rationale behind natural language based conceptual modeling is a scheme of base axioms describing
analysts. For more information see [17]. Roughly, a domain expert can be characterized as someone with (1) superior detail knowledge and (2) minor capabilities for abstraction. The characterization of a system analyst is direct opposite.

An example of a base axiom is the completeness base axiom:

**Domain experts can provide a complete set of significant sample sentences.**

As trivial as this axiom might seem, its impact is rather high: the axiom is the foundation for correctness of the information system, and provides insight in the requirements for those who communicate the domain to the system analyst. As the completeness base axiom is in practice a too strong requirement for a domain expert this axiom is weakened into the provision base axiom:

[D1] **Domain experts can provide any number of significant sample sentences.**

As this base axiom does not state that a domain expert can provide a complete set of significant examples by a single request from the system analyst, some more base axioms are necessary that describe aspects of the communication between domain experts and system analysts.

A prerequisite for conceptual modeling is that sentences are elementary, i.e. not splittable without loss of information. As a system analyst is not assumed to be familiar with the semantics of sample sentences, it is up to the domain expert to judge about splitting. This is expressed by the splitting base axiom:

[D2] **Domain experts can split sample sentences into elementary sentences.**

During the analysis process, the information grammar is constructed in a number of steps. After each step, a provisional information grammar is obtained, which can be used in the subsequent steps to communicate with domain experts. First a description of the model so far can be presented to the domain experts for validation. In the second place, the system analyst may confront the domain expert with a sample state of the UoD for validation. The goal of the system analyst might be to detect a specific constraint, or to explore a subtype hierarchy. This is based on the validation base axiom:

[D3] **Domain experts can validate a description of their application domain.**

check completeness by suggesting new sample sentence to the domain expert. This is based on the significance base axiom:

[D4] **Domain experts can judge the significance of a sample sentence.**

Besides studying the cognitive identity of domain experts it is necessary to investigate the cognitive identity of system analysts.

A first axiom which is applicable for system analysts is the so-called consistency base axiom:

[A1] **System analysts can validate a set of sample sentences for consistency.**

A system analyst is expected to make abstractions from detailed information provided by domain experts. By having more instances of some sort of sentence, the system analyst will get an impression of the underlying sentence structure and its appearances. The sentence structures all together form the structure of the information grammar. This is addressed in the abstraction base axiom:

[A2] **System analysts can abstract sentence structures from a set of sample sentences.**

As abstraction of sentences is based on the existence of a number of concrete sample sentences the system analyst must be able to generate new sample sentences which are validated by the domain experts, i.e. the generation base axiom:

[A3] **System analysts can generate new sample sentences.**

Finally, a system analyst must be able to match sentence structures found with the abstraction base axiom with the concepts of a particular conceptual modeling technique. This is expressed by the modeling base axiom:

[A4] **System analysts can match sentence structures with concepts of a modeling technique.**

4 Impact of Base Axioms

In section 2, a number of disadvantages of using natural language for conceptual modeling were encountered. Summarizing, natural language is hard to use:
2. in a non-verbose way,
3. in an unambiguous way,
4. in a consistent way, and
5. on a same level of abstraction.

In this section we will make it plausible that the base axioms for domain experts and systems analysts, introduced in section 3, can reduce the impact of the above mentioned disadvantages of using natural language.

Base axiom D1 overcomes the problem with respect to the completeness of natural language specifications. The axiom states that domain experts can provide any number of significant sample sentences. Assumed that each UoD can be described by a finite number of structurally different sample sentences, the probability of missing some sentence structure will decrease with each sample sentence generated. The process of providing sample sentences by domain experts is triggered, controlled and guided by the system analyst, as stated in base axiom A3.

Specifications in natural language tend to be verbose. Complex (verbose) sentences will be offered to the domain expert for splitting (base axiom D2) and relevance judgment (base axiom D4). A natural language specification may also be verbose by a large number of sample sentences. This is anticipated by the skill of system analysts to abstract from superfluous sample sentences (see base axiom A2).

An often raised problem of natural language is ambiguity, i.e. sentences with the same sentence structure having a different meaning. In order to detect ambiguities, the system analyst may offer the domain expert alternative formulations of sentences for validation (base axioms A3 and D3). On the other hand, a system analyst may also elicit a domain expert for further explanation by asking to provide alternative formulations or more sample sentences with respect to the original ambiguous sample sentence (base axiom D1).

In base axiom A1 it is stated that a system analyst is equipped with the ability to verify a natural language specification for consistency. Just like the entire conceptual modeling process, consistency checking of natural language specifications has an iterative character. Furthermore, consistency checking requires interaction with the domain expert as a system analyst may have either a request for more sample sentences (base axiom D1), or a request to validate new sample sentences (base axioms A3, D3 and D4).

Typed sentences can be presented to the domain expert for validation (base axiom D3).

5 Conclusions

This paper has described advantages and disadvantages of using natural language for conceptual modeling. A number of base axioms have been presented, for both domain experts and system analysts, which describe skills domain experts and system analysts should have in order to perform this natural language based way of conceptual modeling. It has been made plausible that the disadvantages of using natural language in the conceptual modeling process are weakened by the base axioms.

Further research is required in order to investigate the consequences of this approach for education of both domain experts and system analysts.
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